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ﬁnd the permutation for which the continuant (i.e. the continued fraction denominator) having these
entries is maximal, resp. minimal. The extremal arrangements are known for the regular continued
fraction expansion. For the singular expansion induced by the backward shift 1/x−1/x the problem
is still open in the case of maximal continuants. We present the explicit solutions for sequences with
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(ﬁxed)multiplicities. Here the arrangements are uniquely described by a certain generalized continued
fraction.We derive this from a purely combinatorial result concerning the partial order structure of the
set of permutations of a linearly ordered vector. This set has unique extremal elements which provide
the desired extremal arrangements. We also prove that the palindromic maximal continuants are in
a simple one-to-one correspondence with the Fine and Wilf words with two coprime periods which
gives a new analytic and combinatorial characterization of this class of words.
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1. Introduction
Given any rational number x, we consider representations by the terminating regu-
lar continued fraction x = a0 + 1
a1+
1
a2+ · · ·
1
an
= pn
qn
= [a0; a1, . . . , an] with en-
tries a0 ∈ Z, a1, . . . , an ∈ N, and by the singular (backward) continued fraction x =
a0− 1
a1−
1
a2− · · ·
1
an
= Pn
Qn
= 〈a0; a1, . . . , an〉 with entries a0 ∈ Z, a1, . . . , an ∈ N \ {1}.
Since Qn and qn are independent of a0 we will write qn = q(a1, . . . , an) and Qn =
Q(a1, . . . , an), dropping the leading entry. The singular expansion has been used in alge-
braic geometry by Cohn [3], and for questions in asymmetric Diophantine approximation
by Shunji [17], Lachaud [9], Pinner [11] and the author [14]. For an investigation of its
ergodic properties see [7].
LetA = (1, 2, . . . , n), jj+1, be any ordered sequence of positive integers (12
in the singular case). The following problem apparently goes back to Nicol (see [10]): De-
termine the extremal values qmin , qmax , resp.Qmin ,Qmax , of all continuants (i.e. denomina-
tors) qn = q(a1, . . . , an), resp.Qn = Q(a1, . . . , an), where (a1, . . . , an) = (j1 , . . . , jn)
and (j1, . . . , jn) runs through the permutations of (1, . . . , n). We will frequently not dis-
tinguish between continuants as sequences of digits and the values assigned to them via
the Euler polynomials (cf. [12, p. 194]), but no confusion should arise. A basic prop-
erty of continuants are the identities q(a1, . . . , an) = q(an, . . . , a1) and Q(a1, . . . , an) =
Q(an, . . . , a1). In view of this we identify each sequenceB = (a1, . . . , an)with its reversal
B∗ = (an, . . . , a1).
Cusick [4] found the arrangements maximizing q(a1, . . . , an) in the case A = (12n−)
(here and later exponents indicate the number of repetitions of a digit or a string of dig-
its). Motzkin and Straus [10] constructed qmin and qmax in the case of pairwise different
entries 1 < 2 < · · · < n. The author [12] settled the problem for qmin , qmax and Qmin ,
an arbitrary sequence A of digits and any multiplicities being admitted. He obtained the
explicit optimal arrangements from a purely combinatorial theorem concerning the par-
tial order structure of the set P = P(A) of permutations of an (abstract) ordered vector
A. The idea was to show that continuants provide a strictly order-preserving mapping of
P into the reals, and that P has unique extremal elements which generate the desired
arrangements.
These results have led to applications in several areas, such as complexity theory [15] and
metrical theory of continued fractions [13]. A useful consequence of the structures of qmin ,
qmax , Qmin is the fact that, roughly speaking, long extremal words of each of these types
contain long clusters of equal or nearly equal strings (in this sense, these arrangements are
very regular).
Recently there has been a revival of interest in the topic, starting from an observation
by Baxa [2] who used the structural theorem about qmax as a crucial tool for establishing
the transcendence of the regular continued fraction [a1, a2, . . . , an, . . .] with an = 1 +
(nϑ mod d) (d2, ﬁxed) for almost all real numbersϑ. This beautiful result reveals a new
aspect of the interplay between analysis and combinatorical algebra. In fact, Baxa’s method
appears to be as powerful as a different approach to the same question via a semigroup of
matrices due to Allouche, Davison, Queffélec and Zamboni (see [1,5]).
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In contrast to the three types mentioned, the arrangements Amax giving Qmax are
of a highly irregular structure for general A. Their explicit determination remained
open and turned out to be an intricate problem which is still far from being
solved.
In this paper we extend the work done in [12] in two directions. We present the explicit
maximizing arrangements Amax giving Qmax in the case of pairwise different digits, that
is, for permutations of A = (1, . . . , n) with 21 < · · · < n (Theorem 1), and we
tackle the much more delicate case of sequences of any ﬁxed length n2 made up of two
arbitrary digits a, b ∈ N (2a < b) occurring with (ﬁxed) multiplicities ,m ( + m =
n; 2,m0). We give a characterization of the maximizing arrangements Amax(,m)
in terms of a certain generalized continued fraction associated with the points (,m) of the
integer lattice in the ﬁrst quadrant.
We exhibit the transformation whose iteration generates the convergents of the above
expansion of a lattice point (,m) via a Euclidean-type algorithm, and also the inverse
by which (,m) is recovered from its expansion. This is the basis for an algorithm which
allows to construct Amax(,m) for any given pair (,m) in less than 2 log( + m) steps.
We prove that all arrangements Amax(,m) are balanced words; the places of the letters
can be described by Beatty sequences k + ) where the parameters  and  are explicit
functions of (,m). Moreover, the structure of Amax(,m) is independent of the choice of
the numerical values of the entries (Theorem 2). This brings the problem within the scope
of the investigations by Tijdeman and others (see [18–21]) concerning related combina-
torics on words. We prove that the palindromic maximal continuants are precisely those
with gcd( − 1,m + 1) = 1, and that they are in a one-to-one correspondence with the
Fine–Wilf words with two coprime periods (cf. [6]). In fact, each palindromic maximal
continuant can be made a Fine–Wilf word by skipping the ﬁrst and last letter, and con-
versely, each Fine–Wilf word can be obtained in this way from some maximal continuant
(Theorem 3).
The common frame of our proofs is the investigation of the partially ordered set P(A)
of permutations of a word A of length nd made up of d different ordered symbols. We
can show that P(A), in the case d = 2, n2, and also in the case d = n2, has unique
extremal elements in the sense of the partial order. Since continuants provide a strictly
order preserving mapping from P(A) to the reals, these elements give the desired extremal
arrangements.
2. Preliminaries and statement of results
We begin with the singular counterpart of the Motzkin–Straus theorem concerning
qmin.
Theorem 1. Let A = (1, . . . , n) be any sequence of integers with 21 < · · · < n
(n2). Then Qmax is attained uniquely (up to reversal) at the arrangement Amax =
(j1 , . . . , jn) = (1, n, 3, n−2, . . . , 4, n−1, 2) where the permutation (j1, . . . jn)
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is given as follows:
if n = 2k (k1) then j2i−1 = 2i − 1andj2i = 2(k − i + 1) (i = 1, . . . k) ;
if n = 4k + 1 (k1) then j2i−1 = 2i − 1 (i = 1, . . . , k + 1),
j2i = 2i (i = k + 1, . . . , 2k),
j2i = 4k + 3− 2i and j4k+3−2i = 2i (i = 1, . . . , k) ;
if n = 4k + 3 (k0) then j2i−1 = 2i − 1 (i = 1, . . . , k + 1),
j2i = 2i (i = k + 2, . . . , 2k + 1),
j2i = 4k + 5− 2i and j4k+5−2i = 2i (i = 1, . . . , k + 1) ;


(1)
Remark. The same arrangement represents the minimal regular continuant qmin for arbi-
trary A, but in the singular case it does not give Qmax if any one of the digits occurs more
than once.
We turn to two-digit sequences of arbitrary length n2. Given any pair (,m) of pos-
itive integers , let Amax(,m) be the arrangement of the sequence A = (a, bm) making
Q(a1, . . . , an) maximal. It is known [12] that Amax(,m) is independent of the choice of
the numerical values a, b (2a < b), so it can be regarded as a word made up of two
(ordered) symbols, and our next theorem is basically of a combinatorial nature. We specify
three different types of lattice points (′,m′) and associated wordsW ′ = W(′,m′) which
we call root points (or roots, for short) and root words, respectively:
Ia: ′ = 2, m′1 . . . W(2,m′) = (abm′a)
Ib: ′2, m′ = 0 . . . W(′, 0) = (a′)
}
symmetric cases,
II : ′ = 1, m′1 . . . W(1,m′) = (abm′) asymmetric case.
(2)
A ﬁnite wordW of length nmade up of two symbols a, b is called balanced if for any two
subwords of equal length the number of occurring a’s differs by at most 1 (Equivalently,
one could interchange a and b in this deﬁnition). Evidently, all root words (2) are balanced.
Starting from these roots, we will construct balanced words of one of the following types:
type A: Ak1,...,kr = (abk1abk2a . . . abkr a), (3a)
type B: Bi1,...,ir = ( ai1 b ai2 b . . . bair ), (i1, i2, . . . , ir ) = (1, 1, . . . , 1), (3b)
with r ∈ N and multiplicities kj , ij ∈ {v, v + 1} where v is a positive integer. We may
assume that it is v which occurs at least once, and we will say that a word of type A or B
has the value v. Any such word is ‘almost constant’ in the sense that the appearances of a
(resp. of b) are isolated and any two a’s (if there are more than one) enclose either v or v+1
b’s, resp. vice versa (cf. [16]); but there are almost constant words which will not arise in
our construction.
We now describe a procedure which produces a denumerable collection of balanced
words W(,m) which will be recognized as the desired arrangements Amax(,m). We
proceed inductively as follows. Start with any root wordW ′ (remember that all root words
are balanced). Let W = W(,m) = (w1, . . . , wn) (wj ∈ {a, b}) be a word of length
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n = +m containing  a’s andm b’s which has already been constructed. By the induction
assumptionW is balanced. Choose an arbitrary positive integer v and create two new words
by performing the formal substitutions
Gv : a → abv, b → abv+1 and Hv : a → av+1b, b → avb (4a,b)
in the inﬁnite periodic word (WWW . . .) = (W∞). This produces two new periodic words
(Gv(W∞)) = ((GvW)∞) and (Hv(W∞)) = ((HvW)∞). From the ﬁrst word take a section
of length n˜ = (v+1)n+m+1 and from the second a section of length n˜ = (v+1)n+−1.
In the ﬁrst case we obtain a new word W(+1,v)(˜, m˜) = (abk1abk2 . . . bkna) where kj = v
if wj = a and kj = v + 1 if wj = b. We call this the (upper) right neighbor ofW . It is of
type A with isolated a’s. Obviously the number ˜ of a’s and the number m˜ of b’s is given
by the integers
m˜ = v +m(v + 1) = (+m)v +m, ˜ = +m+ 1. (5a)
In the second case we obtain a new word W(−1,v)(˜, m˜) = (ai1bai2b . . . bain) where ij =
v + 1 if wj = a and ij = v if wj = b. We call this the (upper) left neighbor ofW . It is of
type B with isolated b’s. The number of a’s and b’s is now
˜ = (v + 1)+mv = (+m)v + , m˜ = +m− 1. (5b)
It is evident from the construction that the balancedness as well as the symmetry or asymme-
try ofW is inherited by both neighbors, and that the length of a word is more than doubled
in each step.
Anticipating some of the results to be proved below, we comment on the properties of the
neighbor graph induced by the procedure. Let (′,m′) be a root point and (1, v1), (2, v2),
. . . an arbitrary inﬁnite sequence of pairs (j , vj ) ∈ {−1,+1} × N. Then the procedure
obviously deﬁnes an inﬁnite ascending path S with nodes (′,m′), (1,m1), (2,m2) . . .
and positive slopes where (j ,mj ) are lattice points with positive coordinates. The directed
edges of this graph may be labeled by (j , vj ). It will follow from the uniqueness of
expansion (7) introduced in Section 3 that each lattice point (,m) in the positive quadrant
is the end node of a unique ﬁnite path emanating at a well-deﬁned root ′ = ′(,m),m′ =
m′(,m), in other words the collection of paths emanating from a root (′,m′) constitutes
a maximal subtree T (′,m′) in the neighbor graph, and indeed no two trees T (′,m′),
T (′′,m′′) with different roots intersect in any lattice point. Consequently, there are no
two different maximal continuants with the same number of a’s and b’s. Since symmetry
and asymmetry are hereditary along any path, all nodes (,m) of a tree emanating from
a type I root give rise to palindromic words, and the translated points ( − 1,m + 1) are
primitive lattice points; on the other hand, all nodes of a tree with a type II root give rise to
non-palindromic words and non-primitive lattice points (− 1,m+ 1). On account of the
combined assertions (iii) of Theorem 2, the system of all trees generates a partition of N2
into the subset of primitive lattice points and the non-primitive complement.
Theorem 2. (i) The maximizing arrangements Amax(,m) are all balanced. They are pre-
cisely the wordsW(,m) constructed by the procedure described above.
(ii) The complete information about each word Amax(,m) and the path connecting it
with its root word is encoded in the generalized continued fraction S(,m) = {1, v1}, . . . ,
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{h, vh}; (′,m′) (see (7) below) associated with the lattice point (,m). By the uniqueness
of this expansion the wordsAmax(,m) are in a one-to-one correspondence with the vectors
(1, v1; . . . ; h, vh; ′,m′) with entries (j , vj ) ∈ {−1, 1} × N and roots (′,m′) as listed
up in (2). In particular, the unique root (′,m′) associated with a given pair (,m), and
also the nodes and edges of the path connecting both points can be computed explicitly by
the expansion (see (9), (11) and (13) below).
(iii) The following statements are equivalent:
• (− 1) and (m+ 1) are coprime;
• Amax(,m) is palindromic;• the root word of Amax(,m) is palindromic (see (2), symmetric cases).
The next result reveals an unexpected connection with the Fine–Wilf theorem. Let , 
be positive integers and letW = (a1, . . . , an) be a word with periods  and  which means
that aj+h = aj holds for j = 1, . . . , n− h and h ∈ {, }. It was shown by Fine and Wilf
(see [6,21]) that the maximal length of a non-constant wordW with coprime periods equals
+−2, and that there is a unique word F(, )with this property—the Fine–Wilf word—
made up of two symbols a, b. (For a generalization of this and references concerning related
word problems see [21,18] and the survey article [20]). Each Fine–Wilf word is palindromic
(i.e. identical with the reversed word).
Let  = (, ) denote the number of a’s and  = (, ) the number of b’s in F(, ).
It is known that for coprime periods the pairs (, ) are in a one-to-one correspondence with
the pairs (+ 1,+ 1) and the associated numbers + 1,+ 1 are also coprime. We may
therefore reindex the Fine–Wilf words and write them as F [,].
Theorem 3. (i)TheFine–Wilf wordsF [,]with two relatively prime periods are precisely
the words which are obtained from the palindromic maximal continuants Amax( + 2,)
by deleting the ﬁrst and last a.
(ii)The places of the a’s and b’s in a palindromic continuantAmax(,m) (−1,m+1 being
co-prime) are given by the numbers 1+⌊(1+ s
t
)i
⌋
, i = 0, . . . , − 1 and 1+(1+ y
x
)i,
i = 1, . . . , m, where (x y
s t
) = X is the unique unimodular integer matrix with non-negative
entries and determinant +1 such that X( −1−(m+1)) = ( 1−1).
(iii) Interchanging the letters in Fine–Wilf words sets up a duality A ↔ Â among the
maximal palindromic continuants: if A = Amax(,m) = (aWa) corresponds to W =
F [ − 2,m] and W˜ = F [m,  − 2] is obtained from W by interchanging the a’s and b’s,
then (aW˜a) is the dual word Â = Amax(m+ 2, − 2); obviously one has Â̂= A.
Note that by Theorem 2 the palindromic continuants Amax( + 2,) are characterized
by the property that + 1 (= − 1) and + 1 (= m+ 1) are coprime.
Remark. Due to the close relationship with palindromic maximal continuants, all Fine–
Wilf words can be constructed stepwise by starting the procedure of this section at root
words of type I (which themselves become trivial Fine–Wilf words when stripped from the
end a’s).
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3. Proof of Theorem 2
The calculations become considerably more transparent if we put u = − 1, w = m+ 1
which amounts to a translation of all lattice points under consideration by a vector (−1, 1).
The root points and root words are now given by
Ia: u′ = 1, w′2 . . . (abw′−1a) ,
Ib: u′1, w′ = 1 . . . (au′+1) , II: u
′ = 0, w′2 . . . (abw′−1) . (6)
Note that (u′, w′) = (1, 1) is classiﬁed as a type Ib root, and that the points which are not
roots are characterized by min{u,w}2.We introduce a terminating generalized continued
fraction expansion denoted by
E = Eh(u,w) = {1, v1}, . . . , {h, vh}; (u′, w′) (7)
which assigns to each lattice point (u,w) ∈  = (N0×N)\{(0, 1)} a unique ﬁnite sequence
with awell-deﬁned indexh, entries (j , vj ) ∈ {−1, 1}×N and a unique root point (u′, w′) of
one of the types (6). The idea behind the deﬁnition of the expansion is to invert substitutions
(4a,b). The crucial point is that these inversions are perfectly reﬂected by the inversions of
the mappingsGv , Hv given by relations (5a), resp. (5b), with the appropriate choice of the
value v. In the new coordinates these relations read(
u˜
w˜
)
= Gv
(
u
w
)
=
(
1 1
v v + 1
)(
u
w
)
,(
u˜
w˜
)
= Hv
(
u
w
)
=
(
v + 1 v
1 1
)(
u
w
)
. (8a,b)
We proceed inductively as follows. If (u,w) is a root point (u′, w′) then we write
E0(u
′, w′) = (u′, w′);
otherwise we have to distinguish two cases:
(a) G−1 : If u < w then
(
u1
w1
)
:= G−1v
(
u
w
)
=
(
v + 1 −1
−v 1
)(
u
w
)
where v :=
⌊
w − 1
u
⌋
. (9a)
In this casewe put  = +1 andwriteU−1{+1,v} for the transformationmatrixG−1v . The formula
for v is obtained in the following way: inserting u = u1 + w1 into w = (u1 + w1)v + w1
and dividing by u gives v = w−w1
u
. The estimates 1w1 = u−u1u imply (w−1u − 1 <)
w−u
u
v = w−w1
u
 w−1
u
, which yields v = ⌊w−1
u
⌋
.
(b) H−1 : If uw then
(
u1
w1
)
:= H−1v
(
u
w
)
=
(
1 −v
−1 v + 1
)(
u
w
)
where v :=
⌊ u
w
⌋
. (9b)
In this case we put  = −1 and write U−1{−1,v} for the transformation matrix H−1v . Here
inserting w = u1 + w1 into u = (u1 + w1)v + u1 and dividing by w gives v = u−u1w .
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The estimates 0u1 = w −w1w − 1 imply ( uw − 1 <) u−w+1w v = u−u1w  uw and so
v = ⌊ u
w
⌋
. The asymmetry of the expressions for v in (9a,b) is caused by the asymmetry of
the estimates 1w1 (= m1 + 1) and 0u1 (= 1 − 1), and this in turn is a consequence
of the fact that we admit words without any b, but do not allow less than one a.
We call the new lattice point (u1, w1) deﬁned by (9) the ﬁrst convergent of (u,w) and
write
E1(u,w) = {+1, v1}; (u1, w1) resp. E1(u,w) = {−1, v1}; (u1, w1).
If n = u + w and n1 = u1 + w1 denote the ‘lengths’ of (u,w) and (u1, w1) then clearly
n1 < n/2. If (u1, w1) is a root we are done ((u,w) then is an atom). Otherwise we iterate
the transformation to obtain a sequence of signs j , ‘digits’ vj , convergents (uj , wj ) and
‘approximants’
Ej(u,w) = {1, v1}, . . . , {j , vj }; (uj , wj )
and the process necessarily ends after at most 2log n steps with an approximant E =
Eh(u,w) = {1, v1}, . . . , {h, vh}; (uh,wh) where the convergent (uh,wh) is a root
point (u′, w′) of one of the types (6). The stopping condition for the process is simply
min{u,w}1.
Whereas any point (u, v) ∈  has an inﬁnity of pairs of upper neighborsGv(u,w) and
Hv(u,w), according to the freedom in the choice of v and the sign , there is precisely one
lower neighbor (u1, w1) = U−1{,v}(u,w), the data , v in a downward step being uniquely
determined under the relevant mapping (9a) or (9b).
The expansion  ·  has the remarkable property that the greatest common divisor d
of a point (u,w) is an invariant for the convergents. This follows immediately from the
fact that both transformation Gv(u,w) and Hv(u,w), and so also their inverses U−1{,v} , are
unimodular. In particular, d = 1 remains unchanged along any tree emanating from a root
of type Ia or Ib, in other words, all lattice points of the whole tree with a type I root are
primitive and we are justiﬁed in calling any such tree primitive. On the other hand, any tree
emanating from a type II root (0, w′) is made up of non-primitive lattice points with greatest
common divisor d = w′2. Since the greatest common divisor is an invariant parameter
of each tree and the symmetry of a word is also a hereditary property along any path, we
conclude that precisely the lattice points of the primitive trees correspond to palindromic
words. We merely rephrase this by stating that the coordinates u,w of a lattice point are
coprime if and only if the associated word is palindromic.
In preparation of the proof ofTheorem 3wewill now show that interchanging coordinates
induces a duality between the entries of the expansions of a lattice point (u,w) and its
reﬂection (w, u) on the median line y = x.
We begin by discussing the class K of lattice points of the form (r, kr) and (kr, r)
(k, r ∈ N). First let (u,w) = (u, ku), k2, u1. If u = 1 then (1, k) is a type Ia root
with associated (symmetric) root word (abk−1a); if u2 then (u, ku) is an atom: since
u < w, we have  = +1, v = (ku− 1)/u = k − 1 (1), hence the lower neighbor
is (u1, w1) = U{+1,k−1}(u,w) = (0, u) which is a type II root point with associated
asymmetric root word (abu−1). The (asymmetric) word associated with the atom (u, ku) is
(abk−1(abk)u−1a).
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Second let (u,w) = (kw,w), k1, w1. If w = 1 then (k, 1) is a type Ib root point
with associated (symmetric) root word (ak+1); if w2 then (kw,w) is an atom: since
uw, we have  = −1, v = kw/w = k (1), hence the lower neighbor is (u1, w1) =
U{−1,v}(u,w) = (0, w) which is a type II root point with associated asymmetric root word
(abw−1). The asymmetric word associated with the atom (kw,w) is (ak+1(bak)w−1).
Conversely, the atoms of the trees emanating from a type II root occur in pairs of the
form (w, (v + 1)w) and (vw,w), with w2, v1. This follows at once on applying the
transformations U{+1,v} =
( 1 1
v v+1
)
and U{−1,v} =
(
v+1 v
1 1
) (see (8) and (9)) to type II root
points (0, w). In terms of the expansion our results can be put as
E(1, k)= (1, k) (k2) and
E(r, kr)= {+1, k − 1}; (0, r) (r2, k2) ; (10a,b)
E(k, 1) = (k, 1)(k2) and
E(kr, r) = {−1, k} ; (0, r) (r2, k2) , (10c,d)
E(1, 1) = (1, 1) (k1) and E(r, r) = {−1, 1} ; (0, r).
(r2, k1) (10c′,d′)
Note that all lattice points which are invariant under reﬂection (that is, the type Ib root
(1, 1) and the atoms (r, r) above the type II roots (0, r), r2) occur in the class K, and
their expansions are given by (10c′,d′).
Having obtained full information about the lattice points fromK, we discuss the effect of
interchanging the coordinates of a general lattice point. By iterating representations (9), it is
possible to describe the expansion of a lattice point (u, v), different from a root, by a matrix
multiplication. If the expansion of (u, v) is E(u,w) = {1, v1}, . . . , {h−1, vh−1}, {, v};
(s, r) where (s, r) is the well-deﬁned root associated with (u,w), one
can write(
u
w
)
= U{1,v1} · · ·U{h−1,vh−1}U{,v}
(
s
r
)
. (11)
The reﬂection on the median line is generated by the permutation matrix P = (0 11 0). By
repeated use of the identity PP = (1 00 1) and the equivalence PU{,v}P = U{−,v} ( ∈{−1,+1}, v1) we obtain(
w
u
)
= P
(
u
w
)
= PU{1,v1} · · ·U{h−1,vh−1}U{,v}
(
s
r
)
=U{−1,v1} · · ·U{−h−1,vh−1}PU{,v}
(
s
r
)
.
If s = 0, r2 then (s, r) is a type II root whose upper neighbors are the non-primitive lattice
points U{+1,v}
(0
r
) = ( r
(v+1)r
)
and U{−1,v}
(0
r
) = (vr
r
)
(r2, v1). It follows
that we have U{+1,v}
(0
r
) = ( r
(v+1)r
) = P ((v+1)r
r
) = PU{−1,v+1}(0r) which leads to
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the duality
E(u,w) = {1, v1}, . . . , {h−1, vh−1}, {+1, v}; (0, r)
⇔ E(w, u) = {−1, v1}, . . . , {−h−1, vh−1}, {−1, v + 1}; (0, r)
(r2, v1). (12a)
For the non-primitive lattice points on the median line (which are invariant under reﬂection)
we have the identityU{−1,1}
(0
r
) = (r
r
) = P (r
r
) = PU{−1,1}(0r) ( r2). This gives the duality
E(u,w) = {1, v1}, . . . , {h−1, vh−1}, {−1, 1}; (0, r)
⇔ E(w, u) = {−1, v1}, . . . , {−h−1, vh−1}, {−1, 1}; (0, r)
(r2). (12b)
But if s = 1, r2 or s2, r = 1 then both (s, r) and (r, s) are type I roots whose upper
neighbors are interrelated by PU{,v}
(
r
s
) = U{−,v}P (rs) = U{−,v}(sr). In this case we get
the duality
E(u,w) = {1, v1}, . . . , {h−1, vh−1}, { , v}; (r, s)
⇔ E(w, u) = {−1, v1}, . . . , {−h−1, vh−1}, {−, v}; (s, r)
(v1). (12c)
It is important to note that for primitive lattice points (u,w) (but only for such lattice
points) expansion (7) can be replaced by a semiregular continued fraction which represents
the quotient u/w and is inductively deﬁned by iterating the identities
If uj−1 < wj−1 (j = +1) then uj−1
wj−1
= 1
vj+
1
1+ uj
wj
=
[
0 ; vj , 1+ uj
wj
]
; (13a)
If uj−1 > wj−1 (j = −1) then uj−1
wj−1
= (˜vj + 1)− 1
1+ ujwj
=
〈˜
vj + 1; 1+ uj
wj
〉
. (13b)
which follow immediately from (9a,b) on dividing the components. Here the digits are
deﬁned by vj =
⌊
(wj−1 − 1)/uj−1
⌋
resp. v˜j =
⌊
(uj−1)/wj−1
⌋
. Clearly there is no loss
of information by performing this division if and only if the fractions involved are coprime.
We give an example. Letu = −1 = 13,w = m+1 = 29.Then expansion (7) associated
with (u,w) reads (we underline the values v): E(u,w) = {+1, 2}, {−1, 3}; (1, 2). The
root point (u′, w′) = (′ − 1,m′ + 1) = (1, 2) corresponds to the word W ′ = (aba).
Since u < w and gcd(u,w) = 1, we may apply (13a) in a ﬁrst step to obtain u/w =
13/29 = [0; v1, 1 + u1/w1] = [0; 2, 1 + 10/3] = 12+ 11+(10/3) . Since now u1 > w1 we
apply (13b) to obtain u1/w1 = 10/3 = 〈v2 + 1; 1+ u′/w′〉= 〈3+ 1; 1+ 1/2〉. Inserting this
into the previous expression gives the complete semiregular expansion u/w = 13/29 =
[0; 2, 1+ 〈3+ 1; 1+ (1/2)〉] = 12+ 11+(3+1)− 11+(1/2) .
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It remains to show that the words W(,m) constructed so far are indeed the maximal
continuants Amax(,m), as announced in assertion (i). For this we need the concepts de-
veloped in [12]. For the convenience of the reader we reproduce the relevant facts here. As
we had to adapt the arguments to the present purpose, the reader who consults the original
paper will notice substantial changes of notation and presentation.
Given an ordered sequence of symbols 1 < 2 < · · · < d with an (abstract) order < ,
we consider the word A = (1, . . . , n) = (k11 ,k22 , . . . ,kdd ) of length n with multiplici-
ties kj (k1+ k2+ . . .+ kd = n). By P = P(A) we denote the set of words (a1, . . . , an) =
(j1 , . . . , jn)where (j1, . . . , jn) runs through the permutations of (1, . . . , n).Wewill iden-
tify each word X = (a1 . . . an) ∈ P with the reversed word X∗ = (an . . . a1). The reason
for introducing this equivalence is the invariance propertyQ(X) = Q(X∗) of continuants.
For the comparison of any two strings U = (u1 . . . uk) and W = (w1 . . . wm) we use the
lexicographical order.
• If k = m we write U <·W if U is lexicographically strictly smaller than W (this means
{u1 < w1} or {u1 = w1, u2 < w2} or . . . or {u1 = w1, . . . , uk−1 = wk−1, uk < wk});
• If k > m, that is U = (u1 . . . um|um+1 . . . uk), W = (w1 . . . wm), we write U <·W if
(u1 . . . um)<·W or (u1 . . . um) = W ;
• If k < m, that is U = (u1 . . . uk), W = (w1 . . . wk|wk+1 . . . wm), we write U <·W if
U <· (w1 . . . wk);
If {} is the empty string and U is non-empty we adopt the convention U <· {}. A non-empty
subword V occurring in a word of the form X = (U∗VW) = (uk . . . u1 | v1 . . . , v |w1 . . .
wm) (U,W not both empty) is called bad in X if
{V <·V ∗ and U <·W } or {V ∗<·V and W <·U}
(that is, if the “smaller” endpoint of V is attached to the smaller of the outer subwords).
If X = (U∗VW) and V = V ∗ or U = W , then the subword V is called neutral in X.
Reversing any such subword clearly leaves X unchanged or gives X∗. If a subword V is
neither bad nor neutral it is called good in X. Next we deﬁne a neighbor relation between
words inP by writingX≺Y whenever Y or Y ∗ can be obtained by reversing a bad subword
ofX (thus making it good in Y and also in Y ∗). It will become clear in the proof of Lemma
1 that there is a canonical way to select such a bad subword. We write XY if X≺Y or
X = Y or X = Y ∗.
It is now easy to extend our neighbor relation to the announced partial order on P as
follows: we write XZ if two words X,Z ∈ P (X = Z and X = Z∗) are connected by a
strictly ascending chain X = X1≺X2≺ . . . ≺Xr = Z made up of elements Xj ∈ P , and
we write X Z if XZ or X = Z or X = Z∗. The reader should keep in mind that X Z
actually is a relation between pairs (X,X∗) and (Z,Z∗).
Lemma 1. The relation  deﬁnes a partial order on P .
Proof. Our ﬁrst aim is to make sure that the neighbor relation ≺ can be deﬁned in an
unambiguous way. It sufﬁces to consider the following two cases.
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Case (i): Let X, Y be a pair of words in P such that Y can be obtained from X by
reversing a bad subword, and let V1, V2 be any two different bad subwords of X whose
reversal has the same effect, that is, one has X = (U∗1V1W1) = (U∗2V2W2) and Y =
(U∗1V ∗1 W1) = (U∗2V ∗2 W2) with some further subwords U1, U2,W1,W2. Comparison of
the two representations of Y shows that necessarily V2 = (S∗V1S) or V1 = (S∗V2S) with
some subword S. It follows that there is a well-deﬁned subword V˜ = V˜ (X, Y ) of X of
maximal length whose reversal has the above effect. We illustrate the situation by the pair
X = (U∗1V1W1) = (f ed|abca|de), Y = (f ed|acba|de), where a < b < c < d < e < f .
Since V1 = (abca)<·V ∗1 and U1<·W1, the subword V1 is bad inX, henceX≺Y . Obviously
the subwords V2 = (dabcad) = (S∗V1S) and V = (edabcade) = (S˜∗V1S˜) are also bad
in X, and reversing them has the same effect, the latter subword being the longest one of
this kind.
Case (ii): LetX, Y be a pair ofwords inP such thatY can be obtained fromX by reversing
some bad subword V1, and Y ∗ can be obtained from X by reversing some bad subword
V2, that is, X = (U∗1V1W1) = (U∗2V2W2), Y = (U∗1V ∗1 W1) and Y ∗ = (U∗2V ∗2 W2) (the
example given in case (i) shows that such a subword V2 need not exist). Here comparison
of the two representations Y = (U∗1V ∗1 W1) and Y = Y ∗∗ = (W ∗2 V2U2) shows that V ∗1
must be a subword of V2, or V2 a subword of V ∗1 . As an example for situation (ii) take
the word X = (U∗1V1W1) = (dc|baa|bbcd). Since V1 is bad in X, one has X≺Y =
(U∗1V ∗1 W1) = (dc|aab|bbcd). On the other hand, one may obtain Y ∗ by writing X as
(U∗2V2W2) = (dcb|aabb|cd) and reversing V2 wich is also bad in X. Note that here V ∗1 is
a subword of V2.
Combining (i) and (ii), we have proved that for each pairX≺Y there exists a well-deﬁned
and unique bad subword V (X, Y ) of maximal length such that Y or Y ∗ can be obtained
from X by reversing V . This is the announced canonical way to describe the neighbor
relation ≺ .
The reﬂexivity and transitivity of are obvious from the deﬁnition, and its antisymmetry
follows from the fact that there exists a strictly order-preserving (positive) real valuationQ
on P (see Lemma 2 below). Indeed, if X T and T X hold simultaneously then either
X = T or X = T ∗. The alternative that there were strictly ascending chains X≺ · · · ≺ T
and T≺ · · · ≺X can be ruled out as it would implyQ(X) < Q(T ) < Q(X). 
The applicability of these purely combinatorial results to analysis arises from the fact that
continuantsQn = Q(a1, . . . , an) provide a strictly order-preserving mapping from {P, }
to the positive real axis:
Lemma 2. (Ramharter [12]) Let 1, . . . ,d be any integers with 21 < · · · < d and
let the partial order  on the set P(A) over the ordered sequence A = (k11 , . . . ,kdd ) be
generated by the usual order < on the reals. Then, for each pair of neighbors X≺Y in P ,
one has the inequalityQ(X) < Q(Y ) .
It should be noted that in general  fails to deﬁne a linear order. The simplest exam-
ple is provided by the set P(a2b3) in which two particular words are uncomparable since
they are not connected by a unidirectional chain (see Example (1) below). We add some
remarks. Obviously, the upper (lower) endpoints of maximal ascending (descending) chains
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in {P, } are precisely the words which contain no bad (no good) subword. As a conse-
quence of Lemma 2 the search for the arrangement which produces the largest (smallest)
continuant can be restricted to these candidates. The central question is to decide whether
there is only one such candidate, in other words, whether P has a global maximum (mini-
mum). It is known that there exists a global minimum in P(k11 , . . . ,kdd ) for any number
d of digits and any multiplicities kj (cf. Theorem 2 in [12, p. 192], which presents the
minimizing arrangements for singular continuants and also the general solutions for the
analogous questions in the regular case).We have some evidence for the conjecture that for
any choice of d and n there does exist a global maximum, too, but we can prove this only
in the cases (d, n) = (2, n) (Theorem 2 of the present paper) and (d, n) = (n, n) (Theorem
1). We illustrate the above concepts by three examples based on an ordered pair of d = 2
digits a < b (this is the situation on which we concentrate in Theorems 2 and 3).
(1) Fig. 1 shows the neighbor graphof the setP = P(a2b3) inducedby≺ .Themaximal ele-
ment ofP is (abbba), theminimal element isX = (baabb). One hasX≺Z = (ababb)
since one can write X = ({}|ba|abb) = (U∗VW), Z = ({}|ab|abb) = (U∗V ∗W),
and V is a bad subword of X. But there is a longer chain X≺Y = (babab)≺Z con-
necting X and Z, marked by solid arrows. Any direct connections between elements
of a chain (such as X≺Z in our example) are rendered by dotted lines. The underlined
segments of the words in the graph are the bad subwords whose reversal leads to the
respective upper neighbors connected by arrows. The integers attached to the words are
the numerical values taken by the continuants Q(a1, . . . , a5) if one puts a = 2, b = 3
and lets (a1 . . . a5) run through the permutations of (aabbb). We observe that  is not
a linear order here: the two words Y = (babab), T = (aabbb) are uncomparable as
they are not connected by a unidirectional chain, and so none of the relations Y T ,
T Y holds. In our example (d = 2, n = 6) the Hasse diagram of {P(A), }, made
up of the arrows, is that of an algebraic lattice with 6 elements (cf. the list given in
[8, p. 14]). It would be interesting to know for which values of d and n the neigh-
bor graph of P(A) contains a subgraph with the full set of nodes which represents an
algebraic lattice.
(2) The word (ab3ab4ab3a) contains no bad subword; it is palindromic and represents the
unique maximal element Amax(4, 10) in P(a4b10); by skipping the ﬁrst and last a one
obtains the Fine–Wilf word with coprime periods 9 and 5.
Fig. 1.
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(3) The non-palindromic wordX = (ab2aba) is maximal in the setP(a3b3). The minimal
element in this set is (b2a3b).
We are now able to complete the proof of Theorem 2. Given any integers ˜2, m˜1,
v1, we consider the set P(˜, m˜) := P(a˜, bm˜) endowed with its partial order  .
(a) If ˜ < m˜ + 1 we deﬁne P¯(˜, m˜) to be the subset made up of the almost constant
words A = (abk1abk2a . . . abkr a) ∈ P(˜, m˜) of form (3a), with ∑ kj = m˜, kj ∈
{v, v+ 1}, v =
⌊
m˜
˜−1
⌋
.
(b) If ˜ > m˜+ 1 we deﬁne P¯(˜, m˜) to be the subset made up of the almost constant words
B = (ai1bai2b . . . bair ) ∈ P(˜, m˜) of form (3b), with∑ ij = ˜, ij ∈ {v, v + 1}, v =⌊
˜−1
m˜+1
⌋
.
(c) If ˜ = m˜+1, we deﬁne P¯(m˜+1, m˜) to be the set consisting of the singleword ((ab)m˜a).
LetW be a word from P(˜, m˜) \ P¯(˜, m˜). It is easy to see that by successively balancing
out the lengths of b-blocks if ˜m˜+ 1, resp. the lengths of a-blocks if ˜m˜+ 1, one can
construct an ascending chain W≺ · · · ending with an almost constant word from P¯(˜, m˜)
(for a more detailed description of this process the reader is referred to [12, p. 196]). We
discuss the further treatment of the cases (c), (a), (b).
If ˜ = m˜+ 1, then we end up with C = ((ab)m˜a) which is the unique maximal element
Amax(m˜+1, m˜). In fact,C is the only word inP(m˜+1, m˜)which contains no bad subword,
and C is accessible from any element of this set via an ascending chain. (If m˜2 then C
is associated with the atom obtained by applying G1 to the type Ib root (m˜ − 1, 1) which
is associated with the root word C′ = (am˜); and if m˜ = 1 then C = (aba) is a type Ia root
word).
If ˜ < m˜+ 1 we have seen that the maximizing continuant Amax(˜, m˜) (be it unique or
not) will certainly be found among the words from P¯(˜, m˜). The substitutionGv : a → a˜b˜v ,
b → a˜b˜v+1 (see (4a)) has awell-deﬁned inverse for suchwords, and obviously the preimage
of a word from P¯(˜, m˜) is in P(,m) where (,m) is obtained by inverting mapping (5a)
with v = m˜/(˜ − 1) (Compare this with expression (9a) for the translated coordinates
u =  − 1, w = m + 1). We have the bijection A : P¯(˜, m˜) ↔ P(,m) mapping a
word (˜ab˜k1 a˜b˜k2 a˜ . . . a˜b˜kr a˜) to (w1, . . . , w+m) where wj = a if kj = v and wj = b if
kj = v + 1. For the neighbor relation on P(,m) we again use the symbol ≺. Now the
crucial point is that A−1 is strictly order preserving, that is, W≺Z (W,Z ∈ P(,m)) if
and only if A−1(W)≺A−1(Z), no matter how v is chosen (for a formal proof of this see
[12, p. 196, 197]). So we may state the conclusion: if it can be proved that there is a unique
maximal element Amax(,m) in P(,m) then A−1(Amax(,m) is the unique maximal
element Amax(˜, m˜)) in P(˜, m˜).
If ˜ > m˜+1 then the maximizing continuantAmax(˜, m˜)will be found among the words
from P¯(˜, m˜). The substitution Hv : a → a˜v+1b˜, b → a˜vb˜ (see (4b)) has a well-deﬁned
inverse for such words, and the preimage of a word from P¯(˜, m˜) is inP(,m)where (,m)
is obtained by inverting mapping (5b) with v = ˜− 1/(m˜+ 1) (Compare this with (9b)).
Here we have the bijection B : P¯(˜, m˜) ↔ P(,m) mapping a word (˜ai1 b˜a˜i2 b˜ . . . b˜a˜ir )
to (w1, . . . , w+m) where wj = a if ij = v + 1 and wj = b if ij = v. Again B−1 is
strictly order preserving. As in the previous case we may state: if it can be proved that there
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is a unique maximal element Amax(,m) in P(,m) then B−1(Amax(,m)) is the unique
maximal element in P(˜, m˜).
Summarizing, we have shown that the problem can successively be reduced to the trivial
problem of verifying that the root words as given in (2) are the unique maximal elements
in each set P(′,m′) where (′,m′) is one of the root points. The proof of Theorem 2 is
complete.
Remark. Each setP(,m) has a maximal and a minimal element in the sense of the partial
order. Let (,m) and (˜, m˜) be two pairs connected by one of the mappings (5a) or (5b)
with an arbitrary v. As we have just seen, the bijection A−1, resp. B−1, provides a strictly
order-preserving embedding of P(,m) in P(˜, m˜). So every path of the neighbor graph
induced by the procedure in section 2 gives rise to an inﬁnite nested sequence of such posets.
4. Proof of Theorem 3
The idea of the proof is to show that the Beatty sequences giving the places of the a’s
and b’ in a truncated palindromic word Amax(,m) coincide with the well-known Beatty
sequences of the Fine–Wilf word F [ − 2,m] = F [,] (see e.g. [20]). To this end,
we collect some facts which follow easily from the previous section. As before, we put
u = − 1 = + 1, w = m+ 1 = + 1. By assertion (iii) of Theorem 2 the integers u,w
are now coprime. In particular,  =  cannot occur.We remind the reader of the unimodular
matrices U{+1,v} =
(1 1
v v+1
)
, U{−1,v} =
(
v+1 v
1 1
)
and P = (0 11 0) deﬁned in Section 3 (see (8)
and (9)), and we introduce the diagonal matrix D = (1 00 −1) and the vector e = ( 1−1). We
will make use of the identities
U{,v} = PU{−,v}P and DU−1{,v}D = U tr{−,v} ( ∈ {−1, 1}, v1).
Given a primitive lattice point u = ( u
w
) ∈ N2, let X = (x y
s t
)
be the unique unimodu-
lar integer matrix with non-negative entries such that detX = +1 and XDu = e. This
matrix can be constructed as follows. Let u
w
= [c0; c1, . . . , cr ] = prqr be the unique regu-
lar continued fraction expansion such that r is odd (this can be achieved by choosing the
appropriate one of the two representations [ . . . , c ] = [ . . . , c − 1, 1], c2; if u
w
= 11
take [0; 1]). Deﬁne y and x to be the numerator and denominator of the (reduced) fraction
y
x
= [c0, . . . , cr−1] = pr−1qr−1 and put s = w− x, t = u− y . Note that the type Ib root point(
u
w
) = (11) is associated with the unit matrix X = (1 00 1) since uw = [0; 1] = p1q1 (r = 1) and
y
x
= p0
q0
= 01 , t = u− y = 1, s = w − x = 0.
In the previous section we proved (see (11)) that each primitive lattice point u has a
unique representation u = U{1,v1} · · ·U{h,vh}u′ with a type Ia root point u′ =
( 1
w′
) (w′2)
or a type Ib root point u′ = (u′1 ) (u′1). The unimodular matrices associated with these
roots are X′ = ( 1 0
w′−1 1
)
, resp. X′ = (1 u′−10 1 ). A single upward step in a path is described
by u˜ = U{,v}u. Let X˜ =
(x˜ y˜
s˜ t˜
)
and X = (x y
s t
)
be the matrices associated with u˜ and u by
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the deﬁning equations X˜Du˜ = e and XDu = e. By equating the left-hand sides we obtain
X˜ = XDU−1{,v}D = XU tr{−,v} , hence X˜ tr = U{−,v}X tr , or
(
x˜
y˜
) = U{−,v}(xy), (s˜t˜) = U{−,v}(st).
For  = 1 this gives the transformations(
s˜
t˜
)
=
(
v + 1 v
1 1
)(
s
t
)
=
(
1 v
0 1
)(
1 0
1 1
)(
s
t
)
,
s˜
t˜
= v + 1− 1
1+ s
t
=
〈
v + 1; 1+ s
t
〉
,
(
x˜
y˜
)
=
(
v + 1 v
1 1
)(
x
y
)
=
(
1 v
0 1
)(
1 0
1 1
)(
x
y
)
,
y˜
x˜
= 1
v+
1
1+ y
x
=
[
0 ; v , 1+ y
x
]
(14a)
and for  = −1 we obtain(
s˜
t˜
)
=
(
1 1
v v + 1
)(
s
t
)
=
(
0 1
1 v
)(
0 1
1 1
)(
s
t
)
,
s˜
t˜
= 1
v+
1
1+ s
t
=
[
0 ; v , 1+ s
t
]
,
(
x˜
y˜
)
=
(
1 1
v v + 1
)(
x
y
)
=
(
0 1
1 v
)(
0 1
1 1
)(
x
y
)
,
y˜
x˜
= v + 1− 1
1+ y
x
=
〈
v + 1; 1+ y
x
〉
. (14b)
Let u = (u,w) be an arbitrary primitive lattice point in N2 with expansion E(u,w) =
{1, v1}, . . . , {h, vh}; (u′, w′) and let X,X′ be the well-deﬁned unimodular integer ma-
trices associated with (u,w) and the root (u′, w′), respectively. By iterating transformations
(14) we obtain the representation
Xtr = U{−1,v1} · · ·U{−h,vh}(X′)tr (15)
which should be compared with (11). The quotients s/t and y/x can be represented by the
same semiregular continued fraction which wemet in (13). Thematrix (v+1 v1 1) = (1 v0 1)(1 01 1)
occurring in (14a) describes the geometric effect of the substitution G : a → abv, b →
abv+1 to a parallelogrammgrid in an upward step of our procedure. It should be noted thatG
is composed of the substitutionsG1 : a → a, b → ab andG2 : a → abv, b → bwhich are
mirrored by the linear transformations
(1 0
1 1
)
and
(1 v
0 1
)
. From (14a) we infer that the slopes
 = 1+s/t ,  = 1+y/x of the cutting lines giving the places of the a’s and b’s in the word
corresponding to a point (u,w) transform to the slopes ˜, ˜ giving the places of the a’s and
b’s in the word corresponding to (u˜, w˜) = U{+1,v}(u,w) by the formulas ˜ = 〈v + 2;〉,
˜ = [1; v, ]. Similarly, the matrix U{+1,v} =
(1 1
v v+1
) = (1 0
v 1
)(1 1
0 1
)
occurring in (14b)
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describes the geometric effect of the substitution H : a → av+1b, b → avb to the slopes
 and . This substitution is composed of a → ab, b → b and a → a, b → avb, with
corresponding transformations
(1 1
0 1
)
and
(1 0
v 1
)
; (We remark that the geometric impact of
the transformations G2 andH2 combined with interchanging a and b has been discussed at
length in [16]). From (14b) we infer that the slopes ,  giving the places of the a’s and b’s
now transform to the slopes ˜, ˜ associated with (u˜, w˜) = U{−1,v}(u,w) by the formulas
˜ = [1; v,], ˜ = 〈v + 2; 〉.
It is readily veriﬁed that the places of the a’s and b’s in any of the symmetric root words
A′
max
of type Ia (′ = u′ + 1 = 2,m′ = w′ − 11) or type Ib (′ = u′ + 12,m′ =
w′ − 1 = 0) (see (2)) are given by the Beatty sequences 1+ ′i, i = 0, . . . , ′ − 1, resp.
1+′i, i = 1, . . . , m′, where ′ = 1+s′/t ′, ′ = 1+y′/x′ and (x′ y′
s′ t ′
) = X′ is the unique
unimodular matrix associated with (u′, w′). We conclude by induction that generally the
places of the a’s and b’s are given by 1+i, i = 0, . . . , −1, and 1+i, i = 1, . . . , m.
But it is known that the places of the a’s and b’s in the Fine–Wilf word F [,] are given by
the sequences i, i = 1, . . . ,  (= −2 = u−1) and i, i = 1, . . . , (= m = w−1).
Thuswe have conﬁrmed that the palindromicmaximal continuantsAmax(,m) are precisely
the words (aFa) where F runs through the Fine–Wilf words F [− 2,m] ( = + 22,
m = 0). This proves assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.
We proceed with the proof of assertion (iii). Given u =  + 1 =  − 1, w = m + 1 =
 + 1, let X = (x y
s t
)
, as before, be the unimodular matrix with non-negative entries such
that detX = +1 andXD(u
w
) = e = ( 1−1). Then t + y = u, s+ x = w, and the periods , 
of the Fine–Wilf word F [,] are given by  = x+ y,  = s+ t . They are the solutions of
the equation XtrD
(

) = e. This shows that the coprime pairs (+ 1,+ 1) and (, ) are
in a one-to-one correspondence induced by the correspondence X ↔ Xtr . Interchanging
the a’s and b’s in a Fine–Wilf word F [,]with periods ,  and corresponding continuant
Amax( + 2,) gives the Fine–Wilf word F [, ] which clearly has the periods , and
corresponds to Amax(ˆ, mˆ) where ˆ =  + 2, mˆ = , hence ˆ − 1 = m + 1 and mˆ =
 − 1. But it is evident from relations (12c) that interchanging  − 1 and m + 1 results in
changing the signs in the expansion, keeping the values vj unchanged, and pass to reciprocal
convergents. So this action sets up an obvious duality between pairs of primitive paths and,
in particular, between pairs of primitive root words (ab−2a) and (a). One obtains the
dual of a maximal palindromic continuant by simply interchanging the letters on places
2, . . . , n− 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
The following example illustrates the situation for the continuant Amax(,m) with u=
− 1 =  + 1 = 5, w = m + 1 =  + 1 = 7. Here expansion (7) reads E(u,w) =
{+1, 1}, {−1, 1}; (u′, w′), with root point (u′, w′) = (′ − 1,m′ + 1) = (1, 1) corre-
sponding to the word W ′ = (aa). Since X′ = (1 00 1), we have Xtr = U{−1,1} U{+1,1}(X′)tr =(2 1
1 1
)(1 1
1 2
)(1 0
0 1
) = (3 42 3), hence X = (x ys t ) = (3 24 3). The slopes of the Beatty sequences are
 = 1 + s/t = 7/3,  = 1 + y/x = 5/3, hence the places of the a’s and b’s in Amax
are given by 1 + 7i/3, i = 0, . . . , 5, and 1 + 5i/3, i = 1, . . . , 6. This gives Amax =
(abababbababa). By skipping the ﬁrst and last a we obtain the corresponding Fine–Wilf
word F [4, 6] = (bababbabab) with periods  = x+y = 5,  = s+ t = 7. Interchanging
letters gives the dual Fine–Wilf word F [6, 4] = (ababaababa), and by adding two end
a’s we obtain the dual continuant Aˆ = Amax(8, 4) = (aababaababaa) with expansion
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E(w, u) = (−1, 1), (+1, 1); (1, 1). The root point (u′, w′) = (1, 1) and the correspond-
ing root word W ′ = (aa) occurring here is selfdual (note that there is no other self-
dual word because (aa) is the only maximal continuant whose associated Fine–Wilf word
is empty).
5. Proof of Theorem 1
Let {P, } be the set of words with n different ordered digits 1 < · · · < n
(n3) endowed with its natural partial order as introduced in Section 3. The word
A = (j1 , . . . , jn) = (1, n, 3, n−2, . . . , . . . , 4, n−1, 2)
speciﬁed in Theorem 1 is constructed so as to contain only good subwords, hence it cannot
have an upper neighbor.We claim thatA is accessible from eachX ∈ P via some ascending
chain. LetX = (x1, . . . , xn) be arbitrarily chosen. If x1 = 1 we put Y = X, and if xn = 1
we put Y = X∗; otherwise we can construct a word of the form Y = (1, . . .) such that
X≺Y . Since now 1 < x1 and 1 = xi for some i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}, the segment V1 =
(x1, . . . , xi) is certainly bad inX = ({}|x1, . . . , xi |xi+1, . . . , xn), hence we obtain an upper
neighbor Y = (1, . . . , x1|xi+1, . . . , xn) = (y1, . . . , yn) by reversing V1. If y2 = n we
putZ = Y , otherwise we have n = yj for some j ∈ {3, . . . , n} and construct a word of the
form Z = (1, n, . . .) such that Y≺Z. Since y2 < n and 1 is the smallest of all digits,
the segment V2 = (y2, . . . , yj ) is certainly bad in Y = (1|y2, . . . , yj |yj+1, . . . , yn) =
(U∗V2W) (Note that W is empty if j = n). By reversing V2 we obtain an upper neighbor
Z = (1, n, . . .) of Y . If n = 3 we have Z = A and are done. Otherwise we can construct
a word of the formW = (1, n, 3, . . .) such that Z≺W . Proceeding inductively like this
we obtain the desired chain connecting X with A. We have proved that A is the unique
(global) maximum with respect to  . The numerical maximality of Q(A) now follows
from Lemma 2. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Remark. A perfectly analogous argument shows that Qmin is uniquely attained (up to re-
versal) at the word (2(n−1)/2+1, . . . , 5, 3, 1, 2, 4, . . . , 2n/2) which contains only
bad subwords. It was proved in [12] that this arrangement continues to be minimizing if
one admits repetitions of the ’s with arbitrary (ﬁxed) multiplicities, much in contrast to the
problem of determining the maximizing arrangement with repetitions which remains open
for n3 and seems to be exceedingly difﬁcult even in the case (11 , 
2
2 , 
3
3 ) with three
digits 1 < 2 < 3 and multiplicities 1, 2, 31. In particular, the connection between
palindromic maximizing words and multiperiodic Fine–Wilf words appears to break down
in higher dimensions.
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